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SUMMPRY

As the second part of a general study of wing characteristics
at supersonic speed, win&tunnel tests were conducted at a Mch
number of 1.53 of seven wings vsqing in emgle of sweep fram 600
eweepforward to 600 sweepback. The wings had a uniform isoscelee-
tiiangle section >percent thick and a comuon taper ratio of 0.5.

4 Thersmge of sweep angles provided both supersonic and subsonic
leading and trailing edges at the test Mch nuniber. Measurements
were made of lift, dxag, and pitching momnt at a Reynolds n@er

●

of 0.75 million.~ the present report, the eqer~ntal results
are analyzed and compared with characteristics calculated by mans
of linesr theory.

The experimental values of the lift-curve slope were found to
agree reasonably with theory over the complete range of sweep angles.
Because of secondary tifferences, however, the ewr-ntal =is.-
tion was not, as theory would predict, completely symmtiical with
respect to direction of sweep. The experimental angles of zero lift
were significantly higher than the theoretical, probably as a resuit
of the hlgher+rder pressure effects neglected in the lineem theory. ‘

With regard to mmient-curve slope, the experimmtal values
indicated a variation of aerodynami=enter position with angle of
sweep opposite to that p?edicted by theory, with individual
discrepancies up to 17 percent of the mean aerodynamic chord. The
measured values of the moment coefficient at zero lift were consi&-
tently negative and agreed well with the theoretical calculations.
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The expertiental minimum drag was almost exactly symetrlcal
with res~ect ‘todirection of sweep and had the general character
predicted by the linear theory. The measured increase in minimum
drag for sweep angles In the vicinity of the Mach cone was, however,
less pronounced than theory would predict.

For the wings with a supersonic leadfng edge, the increase in
drag with angle of attack indicated that the rearward rotation of
the chtige in resultant force was approximately equal to the
accompanying change in angle. For the awept+back wing with a subsonic
leading edge, the rotation of the force vector was less thqn the
chemge in angle desyite the sharp leading edge and presumed absence
of leadin~ dge suetion. This result was found to be in accord with
the results of two-dimensional subsonic tests of sharpedged airfoils.

For the wings considered (Isosceles-trlangl.esection), the
experimental maximum lift-drag ratio was between 6 and ~ over the
ccmplete range of sweep angles.

INTROIXJCTION

This is the second of a series of reports covering a study at
a Mach num?)erof 1.53 of wings of varying plan form and section.
Part I of the series (reference 1) was concerned with changes in
section for wings of a single triangukw plan form. The present
report discusses the effects of variation in angle of sweep for a
fsmil.yof moderately tapered win&.

The fenily of wings considered here had a uniform taper ratio
of 0.5 and an isosceles-trkngle section ~+ercent thick h the
streetwise direction. The angle of swee~ of the midchord line
varied from 600 sweepforward to 600 sweepback, a range which provided
subsonic end supersonic leading and trailing edges for both the
swepbf orward and swept+back plan forms.L The experhental results
for these wings are discussed in detail and compwed with the calcu-
lated results of the linear liheory.

lAn element of the wing is described as su%sonic or supersonic,
depending on whether the normal cmnyonent of the free-stmeam
velocity is subscmic or supersonic - or, in other words, whether
the local angle of sweep is greater or less than the sweep angle
of the Mach cone. When the local angle of sweep is equal to that
of the Mach cone, the element is described as sonic.
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SYMBOIS

Primary Symb01s

aspect ratio

wing

wing

mean

mean

wing

wing

Spsm

chord measured in streamwise direction

aerodynamic chord (~~/’ c= db)

geometric chord (S/b)

root chord

tip chord

total drag coefficient

pressure drag coefficient of cambered surface due to
own pressure field

pressure &“ag ccefficient of cembered surface due to
presstie field of fl.at-platewing

friction drag coefficient .

minimum total drag coeffIcient

pressure &ag ccefficient due to thickness

rise in drag ccefficient above mintium (Cti~in) ;
re@aces the symb01 CDi used for the seine
quantity h pert I

lift coefficient

lift coefficient

lift coefficient

lift-mrve slope

of fla.t-pla% wing

for maximum Mf t-drag ratio

(per ra&n unless othetise specified)

change in lift
(CL+L%in)

coefficient from value for minimum drag
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L!c~

(@2 dra~rise factor

()L’5= maximum lift+rag ratio

cm pitchin~oment coefficient about centroid of plan-fozm
sxea with mean aerodynamic chord as reference length

~ moment-curve

ka angle ratio

m ratio of tangent
Mach angle

& free+rbreamMach

Re

s

sT

%

Y~
-r

a

%

of wing semiapex a@-e to tangent of

number .-

Reynolds number based on mean geometric chord of wing

wing plen-fomn area

wingarea of biangular wing having same leading edge
as given swept wing

thiclmess ratio of streamwise wing section

distance back from leading edge of root chord to
aerodynamic center
(In applications to component fl&-plate wings, each
wing is consihred as a sepsrate entity WIth its own
leading edge and aerodynamic center.)

distence back frcm leading edge of root chord to centroid
of plan-form area
(Symbol used in application to complete wtig only.)

camber ratio of streetwise wing section

angle of attack

rearward rotation of force vector on flat-plate wing
of same plan form as given complete wing
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a~ rearward rotation of the chsnge h resultant force
corresponding to the change h lift coefficient ACL

AC sweep angle of leadtig edge, degrees

‘+ sweep angle of midchord line, degrees

Al sweep angle of trailing edge, degrees

Subscripts

ko value at zero lift

D=min wake at mtdmum drag

a=o value at zero angle of attack

P refers to primary wing (i.e., fla&plate wing of same
plan fozm as given complete wing)

F refers to frcntihalf’component wing (i.e., flat-plate
wing having same plan form as regim ahead of ridge
line)

R refers to reaz+4alf cmnponent wing (i.8., flat-plate
wing having same plan form as region behind ridge line)

~ CONSIIERMIZONS

The investigation was conducted in the Ames 1- by 3-foot
supersonic wtnd tunnel No. 1. The experhental procedure employed
throughout the general study is described in Part I of the present
series of reports (reference 1). Except where specifically noted,
all details of model construction and support, experimental
technique, and reductim and correctim of data may be taken as
identical with those described in Part I.

Models

A photograph of the present models is presented in figure l(a);
one of the models is shown mounted in the tunnel in figure l(b).
The dimensions of the wing models are given h figure 2; the
dimensions of the support body can be found in figure 3 of Part 1.

.
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The design of the models and body was such that a model of mns~
metrical plan form could be tested either as a Swep=ack or swep+
forward wing. The four models used thus provided seven essentially
different wings. A summery of the gecu.netricalcharacteristics of
these wings is given in table I at the end of the text.

For all of the wings the airfoil section taken in the strean+
wise dlrecticn was a ~ercent+hick isosceles triangle - that is,
a tiismgle with ~rcent maximum thickness located at midchord.
!Ihissection, whioh was chosen primarily for ease of cmnsticticm,
was the seineas that of wings SBT-3 emd SFl&3 of P=t 1. The plan
foxms, including the portion enclosed by the support body, were of
taper ratio O.5 and had a uniform area of 9 square inches. The
seven wings of the series included angles of sweep, measured at tie
midchord lin~ of @ *30°, *43°, and *60°. The aspect ratio for
the series was made equal to four times the costie of the mgle of
sweep, since a constant aspect ratic did not appesr desirable
structurally. The sweep angles were chosen to provide wings having
both supersonic and subsonic leading edges. The wing of 43° sweep-
back was designed to have its leading edge coincident with the
Wch cone at the test Mach number.

For purposes of consistency with a later report in this series,
the.unswept wing of the present report is referred to here as wing
U4? . The swept models themselves are identified by the letter S
together wltiha numeral 1, 2, or 3 h the order of ticreasing
absolute sweep. A secmd letter F or B is used to indicate
whether a given swept model is being considered as a swept+forwsrd
or swept+ack wing. The desi~ticn SB-3, for exsmple~ thus denotes
the most hi@ly swept+ack wing.

The leading and trailing edges of the models were maintained
sharp to less them O.001-inch radius in the first tests. As
with wing SBl?-1of Part I, wing SB-3 was subsequently tested with
the leading edge rounded successively to radii of 0.25 and 0.50
percent of the chord.

Corrections and Precision

For reasms discussed in Pa% I, no correction has been applied
to the data for the -e and interference effects of the support
body. In other words, the experhntal results are, in each case,
for the win~ody combination ratier tian for the wing alone. In
orbr to ellminate the effect of variation in balance-cap inter-
ference, the drag data have been reduced, as in the earlier paper,

b
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to a common supportibody base ~ressure equal to the
of the free stresm. The angles”of attack have been
streem angularity as e@ained in PaimtI.

7

static pressure
corrected for

The precision of the present results is the same as that of
the results of pert I (p. 13), except tith regard to the angle of
attack. h the present investigation an additional uncertainty is
introduced tito this quantity by the effective twist which a sweyt
wing e~eriences under load. As a result primarily of wing bentig,
the an@e of attick of slxresmwisesections varied across the span
during test, the angle increasing toward the tip with positive lift
for a swept+forward wing and decreasing for a sweptAack wing.
The angles of attack at the root and tip of each swept wing were
measured hy observation with a klescope during the test. b every
case, the measured relative twist was between 5 end 10 percent of
the emgle of attack at the root. All finel results are presented,
however, in terms of the angle of attaok at the wing root as
determined by the method des:ribed in reference 1.

THEORETICAL CONSIIERATI~

General eguations for the lWt, pitchi.n~nt, sad drag
curves, as deduced from,the assumptions of the linear theory, am
given in Part I (reference 1). For five of the seven present wings,
existing theory allowed rigorous analytical detezmdnation, exclusim
of the effects of viscosity, of ti terms in these equations. For
the most highly swept+back wing, calculation of tie terms affected
by ceznberwas not tried, and certain minor violations of the
boundary conditions had to be introduced in obtaining the remati-
ing terms. For the most highly swep~orward wing, no calculations
were attempted. As in Part 1, the effects of angle of attack,
cember, emd thiclmess were considered separately in determirdng
the pressure distribution - and hence the aerodynamic characteristics -
of any given wing. (me detailed calculations were readsin eaoh
case for an equivalent wing at a Mach numiberof fi and the
characteristics of the actual wing at the test Mach number were
then derived hy mesns of the tremformation rule described h
reference 2.) As am aid in the later discussion of the experhental
results, the characteristics of the airfoil section b tw~nsional
superscmic flow were also oa30ulated with the available highe=rder
theories.

.
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Lift amd Mcment Curves -Linear Theory

The lift and moment curves predicted by the linear theory are
,traightlines. The slopes ~L/dCC and ~/~L are determined

ompletely by the pressure distribution due to agle of attaok -
bat is, by the pressure distribution at angle of attack over a
Lat plate having the same plan form as the given wing. The
lteroepts cfL=o and C~=o depend also on the yressure distribu-

on due to cmmber, which is defined as the distribution of pressure
zero angle of attack over an infinitesimally thin surface having
e same plan form and camber as the given wing.

The pressure distribution”due to angle of attack is obtained
considering the fI.a&plate wing to be divided, as shown in
gure 3, inito polygonal regions detemnined by the Maoh lines
iginating at the corners of the plan form. The pressure field
-thin these regions can be calculated in many cases by means of
xisting anal~ical results. References applicable to the present
wings are Indicated for each region by the circled numerals in
figure 3. (See references 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8.)

For all the plan forms except those of 600 sweep, the pressure
distribution for the entire flat=plate wing could be calculated
rigorously by means of the existIng solutions noted in the fIgure.
For wing SB-3, the calculation of the pressure field at the tips
and near the trailing edge by the method of reference 8 involved
minor violations of the boundary conditions, so that the results
for this wing must be considered as approximate even within the
limits of the linear theory. The degree of approximation should,
however, be dose. For wing SF-3, the pressure field for a large
portion of the wing oould not be detemnined from known solutions,
and no analysis was attemptid. Over the rear portion of this wing,
multiple reflection of the Maoh lines takes plaoe in much the same
manner as on the swept-forward triangular plan form discussed in
Appendix B of Part 1. The problem here, however, is complicated
by the presence of the subsonio leading edge.

Once the expressions for the pressure distribution due to
angle of attaok are lmown, the values of the lift- and mometitiurve
slopes are found by integration. For the present study, it was
necessary to go through the complete smalysis for wings SJ%2 and
SFJ2 only. For the wings of lesser sweep, the final
Lagerstrom (reference 6) areapplicable, althou@ an
analysis was carried out as a check. For wing SB-3,
of Cohen (reference 8) were used directly.

~IIfENTI@

>.

v

equations of
tidependent
the equations

,
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For every case in which results could be obtained for wings
of equal forward and backward sweep, the theoretical values of the
lift-curve slope for the two cases were found to be identical. This
result was noted previously by Iagerstim (reference 6) for a class
of plan forms of limited sweep. This class, which includes wings
SB-1 and SF–1 frm the present study, is defined by the restrictdcms
that the Mach lines from the leading edge of the root must cross
the trailing edge, and those frcm the leading edge of the tips must
intersect each other off the plaxlform. (A necessary but not
sufficient condftfon for this to occur is that the leading and
trailing edges he supersonic.) k the case of wings SBJ2 and SF-2,
the result is here extended to a pair of -s swept to such en
extent that h the swey~ack case the leading edge coincides with
its own Mach cone. Furthermore, the analysis of Appendix B of
Part I strongly suggests that the result also holds true for a
triangular plan form the swept edge of which is subsonic. It thus
seems likely that the tidependence yrticiple is more general then
the present specific calculations would indicate. Consequently,
the lift-curve slope for the most highly swept-forward fig, SF-3,
which could not be calculated, has been assumed equal to that for
its swept+4ack counterpart.

t
me pressme distribution due to camber for all but the wings

of 60U sweep csm be found by superposition of the pressure dlstribu–
v tions due to angle of attack for suiteble flat-plate wings. It is

only necessary that the flow fields of the component flat surfaces
shall when added satisfy the boundary conditions imposed by the
complete cember surface. When the ridge line is supersonic, as is
the case for all of the present wings except S13-3and SF-3, this
condlticm is satisfied by the superposition of two mmpcnent surfaces:
(1) a flat plate having the same plan form as the cember surface and
placed at an angle of attack of +?(ye/c), where ye/c is the cemder
at the ridge line expressed as a fraction of the local chord; (2) a
flat plate having a @an form and position corresponding to the
region behind the ridge line and placed at an angle of attack of
4(yc/c). ‘Ikefirst component surface, called the primary surface,
is identical with the flat plate used in finding the pressure
distribution due to angle of attack for the camplete wing (fig. 3).
The uresswe distribution of the second – or re~ - surface
can in each case be found h the ssme general manner.

The lift and moment for the given cmplete wing at
of attack are identical tith the lift end moment of the
surface and can be found by int+g?ation of the pressure

zero angle
camber
distribution

due to camber. For wings ~th a-supersonic ridge line at midchord,
the results can be e~ressed Mrectly in terms of the characteristics.

~~
4“
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of the oomponent suxfaoes by the equations

Cbo‘-2(9 [CaM$i).1 (1)

‘(yC/o)

[( ) -)+(w,(~+%-xo)l ‘2)
~ (Xo-xpC*O = - ~a dap

where the subscripts 1? and R refer to the primary and rear-half
surfaces, respectively. h these and succeeding equations, the
various lift-curve slopes arJ evaluated as though each surface were
a separate wing. The fact that the partial.surfaces have one+alf
the actual area of the primary surface is taken into account in the
derivation of the equations. The distances Z (see list of symbols
for definitim) are in each case taken between the leading edge of
the ccunponentsurface and the corresponding aerodynamic center.
Values of singleof zero lift and mament at zero lift for the complete
wing can be calculated from equations (1) and (2) in conjunction
with equatims (2) and (4) of Part 1. For application to wings of
the present isosoeles-trisngle section, the quantity ye/c in the
present equations may be replaced by the equivalent quantity t/2c.

When the ridge line is subsonic, as on wing SB-3 and SF-3, the
foregoing method for the treatment of csmiberfails, since the rear-
halJ?surface then induces upwash ahead of the ridge and so violates
the boundary ceditions for the camber surface in this region. h
such cases, the problem is considerably more clifficult, and no
soluticm was attempted.

Drag Curve - Linear Theory

Using the notatian MD = (Cti%) md &L = (CL+LW) ,
the drag curve of the Mneer theory can be written
fornl=

in the parabolic

(3)

—
2The symbol LCD is used here in place of the symbol CDi employed
for the seinequsntity h Pert 1.
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!he derivation of this equation was indicated in Part 1, yage 16~
for the case of zero leadin~dge suction only. Its fom cm be

shown to be unaltered by the presence of the suction which theory
predicts on a subsmic leading edge. The value of the individual
terms, however, will he affected.

For any wing with a supersonic leading edge, no leadin~dge
suction is theoretically possible. !lhequsmtities C~ti and

CLMti are then given by equations (8) and {10) of Part I as

and

(5)

The analagous general expressions for wings with a subsonic leading
edge were net derived.in view of the difficulties which could be
foreseen in the numerical evaluatim of the terms stfected by camber.

The friction drag coefficient Cm in equatim (4) has been
disregardsd in the drag computati.cnsof the yresent paper. An
e~ression for its estimation is given by equation (5) of Part I.

The drag coefficient due to thickness cm is determined for

any wing by the pressure distribution at zero angle of attack over
an uncambered wing of the same thickness distribution as the given
wing (%rt I, pp. 13 to 16) . The value of CM for all of the
present wtigs was calculated by application of the so~o~-sink
method of Jones (reference 9). As indicated by von lhrman
(reference 10), this component of drag is, for an object of given
shape and to the order of approximatim of the ltiear theory,
unchanged by reversal of the direction of motion. Thus, for a
given model in the present paper, the drag due to thickness is
independent of the direction of sweep. It was sufficient, therefore,
to perform the details of the swept+ring calculations of Cm for
the swep&back case only. Certain of the wings can also be handled
directly by means of the equatims and graphs of references 6, U,
sad I-2. ..
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The term C~a

distributim due to

in equati,m (4) is the drag of the pressure

muaber aoting cm tie elementary mmber surfaoe.
(See Part I, p. 15.) As tith the previous quantities dapending on
camber, the value of C~c for the w3ngs with a suyers&io riige
line oem be e~ssed in terms of the oharmteristios of ocmgmnent
flat surfaoes. Beoause of oonsiderathns of surfaoe slope, however,
oare must be taken here to oonoeive of the component pressures as
aoting upon the carplete cember surfaoe rather than upon tie two
oomponent surfaoes fmtroduced to dstemnine the p~ssure. This
requires the hbroduotion of a third ocunponentsurfaoe, called the
fron~lf surfaoe, whioh has a position end plan fom correspond-
ing to the region ahead of the ridge line. The term C~o is
then given for the present wings by the equatlan

where the new subscript ~ refers to the fronl+mlf surfaoe.

!lb3Vt3hU3 of the quantity dCD a/dCL in equations (4) amd (5)
is found by evaluating the drag of &e oamber surfaoe when subfieoted
to the pressure field of the flat-plate wing used to detezmd.nethe
effcots of angle of attaok. Sinoe this latter wing is identical
with the prhary surface used in the treatment of camber, an equation
for this qwmtity oan

%=2
da

This escpressim, when
report, gives for the

be written

(9 [(%9,-(%9,1
Ioombined with equation 1) of the present

final ten in equation 4)

(7)

(a, -2(%!,P’
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and equation (5) becomes

13

CL&min ‘(%)[ (%).- (%),] (9)

~quations (6)through (9), togetherwithequations(1)anti
(2), apply only to uniformly tapered wings having the present
type of mean camber aurfaoe with ridge line at midohord. As with
equations (1) and (2), it is also necessary that the ridge line be
supersonic. Equations (6)through (9) are, in addition, subJect
to the restriction of equations (4) and (5) that the leading
edge be supersonic so that no leadi~dge suction need be
considered.

The foregoing equations were used to calculate the minimum
drag characteristics (excluding friotion drag) for all of the
wings to which they are applicable. For ting S%3 and SF-3, the
method does not apply, since both the ridge line and leading
edge are subsonic. As befo~, no solution for these wings was
attempted.

Since the lift curve of the
thesdrag+rise factor in equatim

linear theory is a straight line,
(3) can be expressed in the fom

afy,/(~ )
(lo)

@dU

Here ~ is the resrward rotation of the than@ in resultant

force corresponding to the cham~ in lift f!CL. The angle ratio
a&/(ti-) defines this inclination as a fraction of the
accompsmytig change in angle of attack. btroduc ing the
definition

(11)
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equation (10) Is finally written

ND ka
—= —
(M~)2 df!L/ti

(12)

In the linear theory, the value of & like that of the lift-

ourve slope dCL/ti, is determined completely by the pressure
distribution due to angle of attack. It can be expressed for
plem forms with either a subsonic or supersonic leading edge
by the relation

ka=$ (13)

That is, & is given directly by the rearward rotation ~ of <

the force vector on the elementary flat-plate wing expressed as
a fraction of the angle of attack.3

—
?

ka

ing

As discussed in Part I (p. 17), the theoretical value of
in equation (12) is unity for a wing with a supersonic lead~

edge. For a wing with a subsonic leading e@e, however, linear

‘Equations (12) and (13) were given in Part I (p. 16) as apply–
ing only to uncambered wings. It can be shown that they are
unaltered by the presence of oamber. This follows from considera-
tion, when both csmber and leadin~dge suction are present, of
the nature of the various terms in the general drag equation on
page 15 of Part 1. When the terms in this equation are expanded

with CL as the independent variable, the drag-rise faotor, whioh

is Identically equal to the coefficient of CL* in the resulting
quadratic equation, is found to dependupon the characteristics
of the flat=plate wing only. This rwsult was previously indicated
in equation (9) of Part I for the syecial case of zero leSdin&
edge suction.

d!!EmENmm>-— ---
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theory indicates a value less than unity as a result of leadi~
edge suction. For a swep&back ting d the present general type,
the amount of theoretical leadfn&edge suction at a given Mach
number equals that for a swept~ack triangular wing havtig the
se3neleading edge. This is true as long as the Mach line origha~
ing at the trailing edge of the root chord does not cross the lead–
ing edge. Then, using the results of references 7, 10,or 13,

(14)

where ST is the area of the triangular wing having the same leading
edge, and E is the cmuplete elliptic integral of the second kind
for the modulus ~~. For a swept-forward wing tith a subsonic
leading edge, the theoretical leading~dge suction has not been
evaluated.

Before leaving consideration of the drag characteristics,
certain prcperties of the theoretical equations may be noted. Since
the l~t-mrve slope of flat surfaces of the type employed in the
present analysis of camber is unaltered by a reversal of the direction
of flight (p. 9), the components of minimum drag given by equations
(6) and (8) will etiibit the same independence. The remaining pressure
component of mintium drag, the drag due to thickness CDt, is also

known to have the same property. It follows that the minimum pres–
sure drag of the wings for which it was calculated is symmetrical
with respect to angle of sweep. This result cam readily be shown
to hold, not only for wings of the presmrt section, but for any wing
having a curved camber surface generated by a straight line the sweep
amgle of which is always less than that of the Mach cone. In a
similar manner, It follows from equation (9) that the theoretical
lift coefficient for minimum drag is antisymmetiical with res~eot to
angle of sweep, and that the straight wing U< will have its theore%
ical mtilmum drag at zero lift.

For the wings for which the effects of camber were analyzed -
that Is, all except SB-3 and SF–3 – it was found that the components
of minimum drag CDCC and CDt were equal within the ltiits of

computational accuracy. It cam be shown that this equality is,
in fact, exact for the wings in question. Since the component of
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mlnhmm drag given by equation (8) is relatively small in each case,
this means that the introduction of csmber here has the effect of
approximately doubling the calculated mimlnmm pressure drag for the
wings with supersonic edges.

,

—

Section Characteristics by Highe-der !l%eories

The linear theory used in the foregoing calculations is, by
virtue of its assumptions, a firs&order theory in the perturbation
velocity. It is useful, before proceeding to the experimental
results, to consider the possible effects of the highe~rder terms
neglected in this simplified theory. The matter can be a~proached
by studying the two-d-imensicnalcase. It is then possible to campare
the results of the linear theory with those of the second-order theory
of Busemann (references14, 15, and 16) and of the still more accurate
shock-xpansion method (reference 17). For the present airfoil section,
the last method gives, in fact, the ccmplete inviscid solution at
moderate angles of attack. The characteristics of the present
isosceles–triangle section as calculated by each of the three theoret-
ical methods are listed at the bottom of table II, which appears at
the end of the report. (It may be remarked that the shock-expansion

J

method gives curves which deviate slightly from the perfect strai@%
line or parabolic‘shapes given by the other theories.)

v

The vaxious theoretical section characteristics of table 11
are seen to fall into two groups, according to whether or not there
is an tiprovement in accuracy in going from the linear to the more
refined theories. Thus the linesm theory gives a very close approxi-

—

mation for the llft-curve slope, moment at zero lift, minimum pressure
drag, and increase in pressure drag with increase in lift. (The
quantities concerning the derived curve of lift+irag ratio are
not tiportant here.) Going to the second-order approximation
provides a noticeable tiprovement in the calculation of the angle
of zero lift, moment-curve slope, and lift coefficient for minhnum
drag, quantities for which the linear theory gives identically zero.
In moment+urve slope, for exsmple, the improvement is equivalent
to a shift in aerodynamic center of approximately 3 percent of the
mean aerodynamic chord. The foregoing conditions are typical of
airfoils in twc+iimensional flow.

The discrepancy in the calculated position of the aerodynamic
center merits further exsmination. For a straigh%line moment curve,
the U splacement br of the aerodynamic center forward of any
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=bitrary reference point Is defined in terms of the mean aerodynamic
chord by the equation

where the moment coefficients are taken about the reference point
in question. In general, the lift and moment coeffioients in this
equation may be expanded as power series involving quantities of
the order e, where e is the airfoil thickness ratio or singleof

4 It oan be shown that the first term Inattack in radian measure.
the series for the lift coefficient ~ is necessarily of order e.
Assume that the difference in mcments %lr - c*_O is calcuhted

to the same order of accurac~~. The possible error in this quantity
will.then be of the order . Because of the division by CL,
however, the resulttig error in the ~osition of the aerodynamic
center is only of the first order in 6. IiIother words, calcula-
tions by a first-order theory are inherently sub~ect to an error of
the first order in the computed position of the aerodynamic center.
This is borne out by the results for the present airfoil section,
where the error of about 0.03 in the linear calculation is seen to
be of the same order as the airfoil thickness. It can be shown, in
fact (see equatimm of reference 16), that the tiscrepancy in
~/dCL between the firsk and second-rder theories is for my
airfoil section directly proportional to the area of the section.
The discrepancy is thus essentially a thickness effect and does
not disappear with the eltiination of cember.

For wings in three dimensions, rigorous evaluation of the
aerodynamic coefficients can be carried at present only as far as
the first-order terms given by the linear theory. Here, in contrast
to the two-dimensional case, the firstirdsr terms in the expressions
for a~(), CL~S and ~m/~L (for moments about the oentrofd)

are not identIcally zero. Their numerical value may be large or
small depending upon the plan form and airfoil section. The possible
error due to the mission of the second-arder terms will, however,

●
still be of the same magnitude as that calculated for the respective

4The quantity e may also be thought of in terns of the flow field
about the wing as the ratio of the perturbation velocity to the
free-stresm velocity.

.
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quantities in two-dimensional flow. The above reasoning with reg~-d
to aerodynamic-center position applies, in fact, in three as well as
two dimensions. Until more precise solutions become available,
therefore, the linear theory shouldbe used with caution in the
three-dimensional case for quantities which it does not predict
precisely in two dimensions.

RESUIJE A3’?DDISCUSSION

Experimental values of lift, drag, and ~itchingmment for the
seven wings are presented in coefficient form in figure 4. The
coefficients are referred to the plan-fozm exea of the wings,
including the portion of the plsm form enclosed by the support
body. Pitching moments are takun about the centroid of the plan-
form area with the mean aerodynamic chord as the reference length.
All the results presented are for a Mach number of 1.53 and a
Reynolds number of 0.75 million based m-the mean geometric chord
of tie Wing. Theoretical curves obtained as described in the preced-
ing section ~e included in figure 4 for each case in which they
were calculated. The curves shown for the drag coefficient and lift-
drag ratio include the pressure drag rmly and assume no leading-edge
suction on smy of the wings.

The results of figure 4 are summarized in table II at the end
of the text. In each instezwe, the value determined from the faired
eqerimental curve is given first and the corresponding theoretical
value indicated in parentheses directly below.

The results of figure 4 are also cross-plotted against the sweep
sngle of the midchord line in figures 5 to 9. For reference, both
the experimental and theoretical values used in these cross plots
are indicated as discrete points. IiIthe case of the e~erimental
quantities, the points shown represent values determined from a
faired curve and not actual test points. Where the theoretical
curves extend hetween 43°and 600 in either the swep~ack or swept-
forward case, the shape of the curve is only approximate. Strictly, ~
small discontinuities in slope would be expected in these curves at
+43° ad *55° , where the leading edge or trailing edge of the plan
form coincides with the Mach cone. No attempt has been made to
detezmdne these discontinuities, the theoretical curves being faired ●

smoothly between the available calculated points.

All of the preceding results are for the wings in the sharp-
edged condition. No results are included for the tests of wing S>3
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with the leading edge rounded (See description of models.) AS
discussed in the consideration of drag r<se, this rounding had no
discernible effect upon any of the aerodynamic characteristics.

It should be remembered throughout the succeeding discussion
that the experimental results are in each case for a wing~ody
combination, while the theoretical characteristics are for the
wing alone. As ex@ained in Part I (p. 10), the effect of the
slender support body used here is probably small insofar as the
experhental lift and moment are concerned. It may, however,
be considerable with regard to the minimum drag. The latter
results must therefore be regarded as primarily of qualitative
significance in comparison with Lhe theoretical values.

Lift

Theexperbental l~t curves of figure 4 are, except in the case
of wing SB-3, essentially linear up to angles of at~k of 5°. !llM
slope and intercept values given in table II are thus sufficient to
define the curves at the small angles for which the linear theory
is most likely to be valid. Above 7°, certain of the wings, notably
U-2 smi SF–3, eihlbit an increasing ltit-curve slope with increasing
angle. For wing SB-3, the nonlinearity of the lift curve is such
that no single value of tie slope is f3i@ficant.

Ltitime =
. loDe.– The nature of the agreement between theory

and experhent for the ltit-amve sloye at small angles is a parent
in figure 5(a). For the range of sweep angles from O g0 to 60 sweep-
forward, experiment and theory are virtually colncident. For the
swep=ack wings of 30° snd 43° sweep, the eqerimental sloles
fall definitely below the theoretical. For the wing of 600 swee~-
back, the measured slope at zero lift is ~eater than the theoretical,
althou@ the average slope for this wing is slightly less than
theory (O.037 as compared with O.OkO). As a result of the differences
noted, the experimental vsriation shown in figure 5(a) is not, as
theory would predict, completely synmietricalwith respect to direction
of sweep. Except for portions of the lift curve of wing SB-3, the
swep~back wings show generally lower lift-curve slopes than their
sweykf orward counterpart. The same condition was observed for the
three wings of triangular plan form tiscussed in Part I (reference 1,
p. 21).

The reason for the generally lower slops for the swep=ack
wings is not clear, althou@ vsrious causes may be suggested as
follows:
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(a) Supportiody Interference.- The upwash field about the
support body at angle of attack will affect the lif,tiurve
sloye to some extent. Since the outboard portions of the
wings moved progressively rearward in this field as the plan
form varied frmn swept-forward to swepfiack, the resulting
effect might be expected to differ generally for the two
classes of wings. The directim and extent of the asymmetry
due to this cause is, however, difficult to assess.

(b) Wing tist.- The elastic twist of the wings under load,
as described in the section on Corrections and Precision,
would be expected to increase the lift at a given experhnental
angle of attack for the swept#orward wings smd decrease it
for the swepWback wings. This would produce a relative condf-
tion of the type obsezwed in the lift-curve slope. Rough estima-
tion of the magnitude of this effect indicates that it could
account for a considerable part of the measured differences.

(c) Detachment of the leadin~dge wave.— At supersonic speeb,
the flow at the sharp leading edge of an unswept wing is
characterized by an attached, oblique shock wave, provided
the thickness ratio end angle of attack are not excessive. As
the sweep angle increases from zero in either direction, how-
ever, a condition is eventually reached where the shock wave
will detach snd move forward of the leading edge at all angles
of attack. This phenomenon occurs when the Mach number end
deflection angle normal to the leading edge satisfy the condi-
tions for detachment of a shock wave”from a wedge in tw-
dimensional supersonic flow. For a famlly of tapered wings,
this condition is attained at tifferent values of the midchord
sweep angle in the swepbf orward and swey&back cases. For
the present wings, the theory of oblique shock waves indicates
that the wave will detach from the leading edge throughout the
angl~-of-attack renge at midchord sweep angles of -k~” and
+31* , respectively. This detachment will affect all asro-
dynsmic characteristics of the wings in a way which is outside
the scope of the linear theory and may contribute to the
observed asymmetry in the lift-an?ve slope.

(d) Interaction between shock wave and boundary layer at
trailing em .– ‘I%etheoretical invlscid flow over a lifting
airfoil sectim at supersonic speeds is elso marked by an
oblique cmnpression wave originating on the low~ressure surface
at the trailing edge. As shown in two+iimensional tests by
Ferri (reference 18), this patten is modified in the real

,-
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case by an interaction between this trailing wave and the
boundary layer on the airfoil surface. The boundm’y layer
separates frcm the surface some distance ahead of the
trailtig edge, with the formation of a compression wave
at the sep~tion point and a loss of lift between this
point and the trailing edge. Since the ma~itude of this
effect is roughly proportional to the angle of attaok, the
net result is that the measured lift-curve slope is less
than the value given by inviscid theory.

A similar interacticm is to be expected at the trailing
edge of a swept wing when that edge is supersonic. As with
the shock+m,ve detachment from the leading edge, however,
the effects of this interaction may be different for corre–
sponting swept+?orward and swep=ack wings. ThiS would
follow frcm dif’ferences in the length and sweep angle of the
trailing edge and in the defleotion angle of the flow normal
to the edge. The situation would also be complicated by
possible differences in the spanwise boundsry-layer flow
which is to be expected on a swept wing.

Stice all of the foregoing phenomena will aff’ectthe absolute
as well as the relative values of the lfft-curve slope, the almost
exact agreement between expertient end linear theory for the swepf+
fo~d wings should not be taken literally. Shock~ve, boundary–
layer interaction, for example, would be e~cted to cause a decrease
in the eqerimental slope as oompared with the theoretical. On the
other hand, wing twkt in the swept-forward case would cause an ‘
increase in slope, and support+ ody interference would probably do
likewise. These effects may be completely cmupensating on the swepb
forward wings.

Angle of zero lif%.- As seen in figure 5(b), the experhnental
values of the angle of zero lift are consistently higher than those
predicted by the linear theory.

Examination of the experimental and theoretical values for the
unswept wing suggests that this general clifference is due mainly’to
the highe~rder pressure effects neglected in the lineer calculations.
For this wing, the theoretical firstirder effects of plan form are
emall, the linear theory giving a zer~lift angle of +.120 as conpared
with the value of zero indioated by the same theory for the airfoil
section in two-dimensional flow (see bottcm of table II). & contrast,
the e~erimental value of 0.4° for the unswept wing is essentially
equal to the value computed for the airfoil section by the second-
order theory. The fact that the clifference of O.~“ between
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expertint and linear theory for the com@ete wing is slightly
greater than the effect of the second-rder terms for the airfoil
section is undoubtedly due to the additional effect of shock-wave,
boundary-layer interaction at the trailing edge as previously
described. On a cambered secticm, such interacticm will predominate
on the upyer surface even at mall an-glesof attack. The resulting
ticrease in ~ressure near the trailing edge leads to a slightly
higher angle for zero lift than would be the case in an inviscid
fluid. This effect was originally observed by Ferri in reference 18.

As the angle of sweep increases 3n either direction (fig. ‘j(b)),
the theoretical first-order effects of plan form become more
pronounced causing the calculated zero-lift angle to decrease,
though not quite symmetrically. The experimental values are seen
to exhibit the sane general tyye of vsriation. For the wings of
*600 sweep, where the leading edge is swept well.inside the Mach
cone, the zero-lift angle Is definitely negative, as for a ~osi-
tively cambered airfoil at subsonic speeds. This condition has
previously been obsened for a swep%back wing of triangular plan
form in Part I.

.

2itching Moment
.

Althou@ the moment data of figure 4 eihibit a certain amount
of nonltiearity, the expertiental pitchin~oment curves for all of
the wings have been drawn as straight lines. Curves faired more
precisely through the experimental points would show a consistent
upward curvature passing through zero lift with a disaypearsnce or
reversal of this curvature at the higher lift coefficients. In
Part I of this series (reference 1, p. 23), a variation of this
type was indicated in the moment curves for two swep=ack triangular
wings of uncsmbered section. Such an Indication is, of course,
unwarranted, since curvature in the moment curve at zero lift is not
possible for an uncsmbered wing if the test conditions are yerfect.
It is apparent that there is a small, consistent inaccuracy in the
pitchin~oment determination in the vicinity of zero lift, probably
as the result of small inaccuracies in the pitchin&mment strain
gage in this region. For this reason, only the average slope of
the experimental moment curves is of significance in the general
analysis. This average, as taken from the faired straight lines of
figure 4, is given in table II, together with the value of the—
moment at zero lift.

Mment-cme slope.- The relationship
momen~urve slope given by experiment and

between the average
the slope calculated

.
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. by the ltiear theory is shown in the cross plot of figure 6(a).
Here the slope may be regarded as an a~proximats measure of the
displacement of the aerodynamic center from the centroid of @an-
form area taken yositive toward the leading edge and e~ressed as
a fraction of the mean aerodynamic chord. The e~erhental results
of fig 6(a) show a variation in the position of the aerodynamic
center with change in swee~ angle which is opposite to that predicted
-bythe linear theory. For the range of sweep angles calculated, theory
indicates a progressively forward movement from negative to positive
positions as the plan fo= changes fr= swep%f orward to swep~ack.
The experimental positions lie always ahead of the centroid and
move generally reerward as the sweep angle increases algebraically.
The ma~itude of the disagreement between theory ~d e~erimmt is
considerable, reaching a maximum of 17 percent of the mean aerodynamic
chord for wing SF-. Although the experimental values of the mcznent-
curve slope are subject to some error lecause of the questicnalle
curvature noted in the moment data at zero lift, the disagreement
observed here is, in general, too large to be attributed to experi–
mental inaccuracy.

For zero sweep, where most of the wing is operating essentially
as em airfoil in two-dtiensional flow, the difference of 0.052
between theory and experhuent can be accounted for largely by the
highe~rder pressure effects neglected in the ltiear theory. AS
seen at the bottom of table II, the inclusion of the second~rder
terms wild account for a sh~t of 0.032 h the theoretical slope .
for the airfoil section alone. The remaindsr of the clifference
is attributable to the effect of shock~ve, boundary-layer inte~
action h reducing the lift near the trailing edge.

The disagreement between the eqerimental and theoretical
variatim in aerodynamic+ enter position with change in sweep is
more clifficult to ex@ain. Except for the unswept wing just consid-
ered, the error introduced in the theoretical calculations by the
neglect of the second-order pressure terms cannot yet be estimated
with accuracy. It can only be saiii(see p. 17) that the possible
error is, for any wing, of the same order as the percent thictiess
of the wing section. The clifferences between theory and experhent
in figure 6(a) are generally of this order, but considerable ~ia-
tion of the actual numerical value of the second~rder terms would
be required to correct tie discrepancy over the’complete range of
sweep angles. Ih addition to the highe~rder pressure effects,
the experimental results are also subJect to the influences previously
mentioned as effecting the variation in lift-curve slope. Shock-
wave, boumlary-layer interaction near the trailing edge would be
expected, for example, to cause a forwsrd shift of the aerodynamic



center on both the swept-forward and swe@Sback wings, though in
differing emounts. Wing twist would do the ssme, although estima-
tion of this effect indioates that it is of small consequence here.
The effects of suppor~ody Interference and of nose+rave detach-
ment are dlffioult to assess. h general, there is need for consid-
erable more research before the moment-curve slope can be predicted
with accuracy for a wide range of plan forms. A second-order theory
of three-dimensionalwings would be of great value in this regard.

,

.

Moment at zero lift.- The experimental values of moment at zero
lift in figure 6(b) agree reasonably with the predictions of the linear
theory, being, in general.,slightly less negative. The expertintal
variation with sweep angle is small throughout the compleh range and
is almost symmetrical with respect to zero sweep. The theoretical
variation is likewise nearly, though not exaotly, symmetrical over the
range in which it could be detemuined. Tn view of the theoretical
results for the airfoil section in table 11, it is not likely that
the small discrepancies that do exist between theory and experhent
are attributable to second-order pressure effects. !lherelative
displacement of the expertiental values in the positive direction is,
in fact, consistent with the oco~nce of shock+rave, boundary-layer
interaction on the upper surface near the trailing edge as described
in the previous discussion of angle of zero lift. ,—

Drag and Lift-Drsg Ratio

Analysis of the data indicates that the experimental drag curves
of figure 4 have in each case an approximately parabolio shape as
predicted byequaticm (3). ‘he curves are thus completely defined
by the dnimum drag coefficient C~~, the lift coefficient for
rein- ti% m~m~~ and the dr~rise factor ND/(&2L)z. The

measured values of these quantities for the present wings are listid
in table 11, together with other pertinent Information concerning
the drag and the derived curves of lif-ag ratio. The comparable
theoretical values in the table were computed by consideration of the
pressure drag alone, and the theoretical effcots of leading~dge
suction on wings SB-3 and SF-3 have been disregard d.

Minimum @a~.- A.lthoughthe presence of the support body precludes
a detailed comparison between exper~nt and theory with regard to

—

minhmm drag, several important fsots are evident in the cross plot of
f@ure 7(a). Somewhat surprisingly, the experimental variation of mini-
mum drag with angle of sweep is almost exaotly s-trical about the
vertical axis. As the sweep increases from zero in either direotion,
the measured drag first rises slightly to a peak in the vicinity of
the Maoh cone and then fails markedly tith further increase in sweep.
The peak is, however, much less pronounced then the linear theory
would Indicate.

&QMF-m
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The manner in which the linesr theory overestimates the initial
rise in minimum drag as the absolute sweep angle increases from zero
is noteworthy. For zero sweep, the measured mintium drag coefficient
is 0.0065 greater than the theoretical value for pressure drag alone
(table II and fig. 7(a)). The frictiom drag of the laminsx bounchry
layer which is likely over most of this wing at the present Reynolds
number would aceount for half of this clifference, and the remainder
could easily be due to the effects of the support body. Similarly the
difference between experhnent and tiviscid theory for the wings of
HO” sweep is not improbable considering the uncertainties involved
in the friction and suppor~ody effects. For the wtigs of k43°
sweep, however, the measured values of minimum drag are practically
equal to the ccmputed values for pressure drag alone. It iS, of
oourse, possible tQat in these instances favorable suppor~body
interference oould exist of sufficient magnitude to offset the
friction drag. It is also possible that the obsemed results reflect
a fundamental ltiitation of the linear theory in the prediction of
pressure drag for a wing swept near the Mach cone.

This latter possibility is suggested by comparison of the
present results with those of Hilton and 2ruden (reference 19). ~
these earlier twc-dimensional tests, the measured mink drag of a
sharp-edged airfoil at m = 1.21 was found to agree almost exactly
with the value calculated from inviscid, linear theory. Because scme
allowanoe for friction drag must be made in a real gas, it was inferred
from this that the linear theory overestimated the pressure drag of the
airfoil section at speeds slightly above the speed of sound. h the
present tests, the relationshipbetweene~eriment and theory obsemed
by Hilton and Pruden is duplicated by wings SB+2 and SF+. This sue
gests that the linear theory also overesthates the pressure drag for
a finite-span wing when the l.%chnumber normal to the wing elements
is only slightly supersonic. me correspondence between the two sets
of results leads one to suspect the influence of some phenomenon whith
exists in both cases but which is outside the scope of the linear
theory – as, for example, detachment of the compression wave from the
leading edge. Whatever the cause, the expertintal reduction of the
drag peak for sweep angles in the vicinity of the Mach cone is of
importance beyond the present fsmily of wings. On the basis of these
results, a similer softening would be expected in the peaks which
line= theory predicts in the curves of drag versus Mach number for a
given swept wing (reference 13).

The decrease in minimum drag obsened in figure 7(a) as the sweep
angle of the wing is increased beyond that of the Mach cone has been
found in numerous previous tests (see, for example, references 20 and
21) and need not be enlarged upon here. !l%isbehavior is in qualitative
accord with theory. (In the present case, a quantitative comparison
between measured and calcu for the 600 sweep wings is not
pmsible because of the un retical effects of camber.)



The degree of symmetmy in the e~rlmental variation of mint-
mum drag throughout the range of sweep angles is remarkable. Accord-
ing to the previous theoretical considerations, the pressure drag
as given by the linear theory is exaotl.ysymmetrical with respeot to
augle of sweep, at least for the wings between sweep angles of * 43°.
It Is surprising that the e~erimental results, which do not agree
quantitatively with the theory, should also exhibit an almost perfeot
symmetry. One would expect that differences in the detachment of the
leadin~dge shook wave and probable inequalities in frlotion drag
between corresponding swept-forward and swep=aok plan fonus would
oause an asymetry akin to that previously observed in the lift+ume
slope. Further reseenh is required to determine whether the s-by
observed here is merely fortuitous or indicative of a theoretical
equivalence beyond that predioted by linear theory.

The variation with sweep of the lift coefficlent for mintium drag
is shown in fIgure 7(b). As with the momentiurve slope, the linear
theory predicts neither the quantitative nor qualitative cheraoter of
the obse?wed variaticm. For zero sweep, the experhental’ value exceeds
the theoretical by the same order of magnitude as the clifference between
the values oomputed for the airfoil seotion by the linear and shook-
oxpansion theories. (See table II.) This suggests that the discrepmcJ
‘houghout the sweep range is due in part to the highe~rder pressure
~ffeots neglected in the ltiear theory. It is probably influenced too ‘
by the shock+’ave, boundary-layer interaotian described In the discus-
sion of angle of zero lift. ,

Qra2 r-- The rise in drag as the lift coefficient departs
fram the value for mininnuudrag is specified, for a parabolio drag
curve, by the value of the -rise faotor A12D/(NL)2. The
theoretical and experimental values of this quantity are oross-
plotted in figure 8(a). For tinge with a sonic or supersonic lead-
ing edge, as is the ease for all of the present wings except SB-3
and SF-3S no leadin~d@ suotbn is theoretically possible. The
drag-rise faotor as given by equation (I2) then reduces to simply
the reciprocal of the lift-ourve slope. ~etween *43° sweep, the
-theoreticalourve of ffgure 8(a) thus refbcts the symmetry previ–
ously observed for the lif-urve slope in figure 5(a). For the
wings of k600 sweep the possible effeots of leadin~dge suction
at the subsonio leading edge must be considered. For wing SB-3,
two theoretical values of @(&2L) a are indicated, one assuming
zero leadln~dge suotd.onas generally supposed for a ~dged
wing, and one imluding the full theoretical suotion for this plan
form. For wing SF-3, only the former value is indicated, sinoe
the theoretical suotion oould not readily be evaluated. For this
wing, the spread between the two values would be small anyway,
since the leading edge is swept only slightly behind the Kch oone
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(fig. 3). l%e e~erimental values in table II and figure 8(a) were
found, as in Pat I, by taking the slope of a straight line faired
through the e~erhental points in a plot of 2CD versus (ML) 2.
The departure of the individual potits frcuuthe straight line was
small in each case, indicating that the experimental drag curves
have very nearly the theoretically parabolic shape.

Between &43° sweep, e~eriment and theory agree satisfactoril.y
in figure 8(a), considerhg the accuracy possible in the determina-
tion of the exper-ntal values and the uncertainties introduced by
the support body. For wing SF–3, the eqerhntal value agrees
with the single point ccmputed on the assumption of zero leadin~
edge suction. Even if the edge of the wing were not s- such a
result would be expected in view of the negligible theoretical
suction probable on this plsm form. For wing SB-3, however, the
e~er~ntd value of f@(&!L) 2 is noticeably below the theoreti–
cal point for zero leading+dge sucticm. Although considerable
reduction in the drag-rise factor is theoretically possible on this
plan form as a result of leadin~dge suction, the effect is not
generally thought to be realizable on a s-dged wing.

To examine these results further, it is useful to think of the
rise in drag above C~ti as caused by a ccmbined rotaticm and
elongation of the vector which represents the accompanytig chemge
in resultant force. For a iven chan~ in angle of attack from

/?%ti~ Me v~ue of KD NL) 2 varies directly with the rotation
and inversely with the length of the vector. The rats of’elongation,
which is given by the rate of ticrease of lift, has already been
exendned in the disoussion of liftiurve slope. It remains to
consider the relative rotation as defined by the quantity &
(equation (U) ).

Experimental smd theoretical values of ka for the present
_ ~e given h tible n =d figure 8(b). The e~erimental
values were evaluated in the present zwport by a iU.fferent method
from that used in Part 1. I!nthe earlier report, the evaluation
was made by substituting the ex@rlmental values of ~/@ and
ACD/@L) 2 into the theoretical rel.aticmhip between the three
q=titieS (eq~tion (~) of the present report). T.his method has

not been used here since it, in effect, assumes that the experi–
mental lift and drag curves are exactly a strai@t line and a
parabola, respectively. limtea~ an average experimental value of
& for each wing has been determined, in accord with the definiticm
of equation (n), by taking the slope of a straight line faired
through a plot of the observed Values of dCD versus
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(L@ x (al-a-). The resulting values of ka and the previous

experimental values of ~L/h ad &!D/(~L) 2 do not neces=rily

satisfy tie purely theoretical relaticmship of equation (12). The
approximateon is dose, however, for all of the wings except SF-3
and SB-3, which have distinctly nonlinear lift curves. In the
absence of leadin~dge suction, the theoretical value of & for
all of the wings is unity - that is, the ohemge h resulhsmt force
rotates as if it were fixed rigidly to the wing. For wing SB-3, the
value corresponding to the full theoretical suction is given by
equation (14) as O.%.

The experWental. values of ka in figure 8(b) exhibit a
relationship with theory like that previously noted for ND/(&L) 2.

For the range of sweep angles between *430, where no leadin&edge
suction is theoretically possible, the obsened values do not deviate
significantly frcununity. The small deviations which do exist sire
generally h a positive &lrection. This may be due to supper%
body effects or, as explained below, to an increase h friction ‘
drag with increasing angle of attack. For the sweep angle of -60°,
where the theoretical leadln~dge suction would be small, the
measured value of ~ is also very o}ose to unity. For +600,
however, the experimental value lies well below one - in fact,
almost halfway toward the theoretical.value for full leadln&edge
suction. This result indicates that the une~ectedly low value of
LCD/(K!L)2 for wing SB-3 is due to a low rate of rotation of the
force vector rather than to a high rate of increase in its magnitude.
This is consistent with the results concerning the lift-curve slope
for this wing, which tidicated that the average rate of elongation
of the vector was, if amythlng, slightly less than that given by
theor% (See p. 19)

These results for wing SB-3, though at fIrst surprising for a
wing with a sharp leading edge, are consistent with other data from
the present investigateon and from comp=able subsonic tests. h the
present tests, however, the ove~ll situation for the wings with
a sharp, subsonic leading edge is still somewhat confusing. Of the
three swep=ack triemgular wings discussed in 2art I, all of which
had a spaa and leadti~dge sweep angle almost identical with wing
SB-3, the two uncembered wings gave values of ~ of 0.86 end 0.95
corresponding to positions of the ridge line at 20 and 50 percent of
the chord. Unpublished results for another swept wing with the same
section as SB-3 and an only slightly greater swee~ angle show a
value of 0.84. On the other hand, the results for the third tri-
angular wing of Fart 1, which also had the seinesection as wing S~,
give a value of 1.07. In general, it is difficult to discern any

.

.
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consistent patten in these results, although values of ~ less
them unity appear to predominate.

The availxibleevidence from two-dimensional subsonic tests of
sharp-edge airfoils, however, is more uniform, indicating values of
& consistently less than unity. The results of reference 22 on
double+redge airfoils of &and &percent thickness at a Mach number
equal to that no- to the leaiiingedge on wingS%3 (~ ~ 0.65)

show values of ~ of the order of 0.6 to 0.7 at lift coefficients
below 0.4. Similarly, the results of reference 23 on five double–
wedge and circ~c airfoils at the same Mach number indicate
values ranging between 0.7 and 0.9, the values (with one exception)
decreasing as the included section angle at the leading edge increases.
h view of the agreement of these results from two independent two-
dimensional tests, it is not likely that the reduction of ~
below unity for wing SB-3 is due to experimental error. Similarly,
it Is ~probable that it could be attributed to support-body effects
or other conditions peculiar to the present test.

.
Although no satisfactory explanation of the resuit is known,

several possibilities may be mentioned for future study:

(a) @adin~&ze suction.– ‘Ihetheoretical forwsrd force on
the leading edge might be partially realized even on a
supposedly sharp edge, either through the nonlinear effects
of wing thiclmess upon the pressure distribution in the
hmnediate vicinity of the edge, or through the fact that the
edge of any real wing must have a small radius of some finite
dimension.

(b) Boundary-layer separation.- kcreasing separation of
the boundary layer with increasing angle of attack would be
e~ecb d to influence the relative rotation of the change
in resultant force by its effect upon both the pressure
distribution and the skin friction. For,any given wtig, tie
effect upon the pressure distributeon might either ticrease or
decrease ka, depending upon the shape of the wing section,
the position of separation, and the natie of the leading and
trailing edges – that is, whether they are subsonic or stiper-
Sonic. The effect upon the skin friction would be to decrease
ka by eltiting the friction drag in the separated region.
!lhemagnitude of these effects could be considerable. This is

especially true for wings with a sharp, subsonic leading edge
where, as observed in the schlieren photographs of reference
23, the flow may be separated over the entire upper surface.
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(c) Chan%s in flow in an unseparated boundary layer.- For a wtig .
with predominately lamlnar boundary-layer flow at minimum drag
(as, ~or example,-wing SB!H2 of Pert I), an inorease in angle of
attack might, if the flow remained unseparated, be accompaniedd
by an fnorease h the area of turbulent flow on the upper surface
and.a consequent inorease in friotion drag. This would be refleoted
by an increase in ka above the value predhted by an invisoid
theory. For a wing with predominately turbulent flow at minimum
drag (wing SIX&l of Part I), a corresponding decrease in the

.

turbulent area on the lower surface would be expected, causing a
reduotion in ~.

lh sm attempt.to reduce the values of ~ and &D/(A2L) a for
SB-3, the leading edge was rounded successively to radii of
and 0.50 peroent of the ohord. The former value is of the
order as the radius of an IWCA low-drag seotion of comparable

thiokness ratio. Such rounding had no effect upon any of the
aero@namic characteristics of the wing. This is contrary to the
result of Yart I, where similar rounding of the leading edge of the
swep’&back triangle with maxtium thickness at 2&percent chord (wing
SB&l) gave a measurable reduction in the drag rise, suggesting an
inorease in the smount of leadin~dge suction being realized. llhis
clifferenoe is probably associated, not with the clifferenoes in plan
form between the two wings, but with clifferences in the wedge angle
at the leading edge. Unfortunately, modifioatlons of the triangular
wing with maximum thickness at 50-percent chord, which might have
thrown some light m this question, were not inoluded in the tests.

me present results are obviously not conclusive with regard
to the question of leadin~dge suctim on the subsonio leading
edge of a highly swept wing. The two-dimensional studies of
reference 23 irdcate that the flow conditions about suoh an edge
are particularly oomplex for small leading+dge radii and rela-
tively high Maoh numbers normal to the edge. Additional tivestiga-
tion of these flow conditions and of the interrelated effects of
leadlng-edge shape, I.kchnuniber,and Reynolds number is required
for applicatlon in the present problem. On the basis of the present
tests, however, rounding of the edge does appesr desirable for a
leading edge swept reasonehly far behind the Mach oone. Such
rounding, even though continued in to the root section, has no
detrimental effect upon the minimum drag or other aerodynamic ‘
characteristics and may be of benefit in reduoing the drag rise.
The results on wing SB!lSlIn Part I and on the l’iACA0006-63
and 6&106 sectitms in reference 23 suggest the use of a section
with maximum thickness relatively far forward in order to maintain
as large a leadin~dge radius as possible with a given thickness.

QQQ3Z@Fm m,
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The final answers to questions of this kind, however, will require
much detailed research.

Lift-drag ratio.- For a parabolic drag curve of the general
tne defined by equation (3), the value of the maximum lift+drag
ratio is given by

~D~M 2[&D/(@L) 21 (CLopt - CL-)

where the

For wings

corresponding lift coefficient CLopt is given by

(16)

(17)J c%
CLopt = + cL~m~2

@D/(WL)21

with a moderate amount of camber, the value of cLl)=min
is small and, since it appears squared in equation (17),has only
a secondary effect upon CLopt. Its Mrect effect upon (L/D)-

in equation (16), however, is more pronounced. For wings with
zero camber, CL

p%
vanishes, and tie

to equations (17 an (18) of Part I.

&qerimental and theoretical talues

for the present wings are given in table
theoretical values, which do not include
frlcticn, were detemnined from equathns
theoretical quantities previously determined. ~e -experimental
values were read frmn the experimental curves of lif-ag ratio
in figure 4.

above eqn-essi&s reduce

for (L/D)- ~d CLopt

II and figure 9. The
the effects of skin
(16) and (17) using the

As seen in figure 9(a), the ~xperimental maximum lift-drag
ratio varies only between 6 smd ~ over the entire range of sweep
angles. The linear theory, on the other hand, predicts a marked
decrease in (L/D)m tith increase h the absolute sweep angle
over the calculated range between *43°. This decrease is a .
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reflection primarily of the corresponding increase in the theoretical
minhnum drag noted in figure 7(a). The fact that the experimental
values of (L/D)wx do not follow the theoretical trend is due

primarily to the failure of the minimum drag to rise as calculated,
and secondarily to the unpredicted shift .in the values of CLmmin

.

ayparent in figure 7(b). As a result of these two effects, the
measured value of (L/D)wx for tie tings of *43° sweeP is actuallY

above the theoretical value, which itse~ would normalJ-ybe thought
to be optimistic since it includes no allowance for friction drag.
As tie sweep angle is increased to +600, for which no theoretical
calculations were made, the effect of the experimental decrease in ,

minimum drag noted in figure 7(a) is”counterbalancedby the
corresponding experimental increase In the drag-rise factor. As
a result, the value of (L/D)max is essentially unchanged.

.-

It 1s apparent from the results of we present investigation
that there is a wide field for research in improving the aero-
dynamic efficiency of wings at moderately supersonic speeds. The
theoretical possibilities in this regard have been discussedby
Jones (reference 24), whose ideas have contributed greatly to the
present study. AS is apparent from equations (16)ad (17),
theoretical and experimental research in this field should be

.

aimed at reducing both the mtiimum drag and the drag rise and,
perhaps, at displacing the mintium drag to as large a positive
lift as possible consistent with the other requirements. Lowering
the minimum drag tiplies the attainment of a low thickness drag
through the use, insofar as structural ltiitations will al-low,of
a high angle of sweep couyled with a relatively high aspect ratio
and low thiclmess ratio. As indicated in Part I, the chordwise

—

distribution of thickness is also of tiportsnce in this regardby
virtue of its effect upon both the pressure drag and the friction
drag. Reducing the drag rise also tiplies high sweep - that is, a
subsonic leading edge - together with a high aspect ratio, in order
to take advantage of the leadin&edge suction indicated by theory.
The requirements as to thiclmess ratio snd distribution necessary
to realize the leading-dge suction in practice may, however,
conflict with what would be required for lowest mintium drag. The
remaining means of benefit - displacement of the minhnum drag to a
positive lift – can be accomplished through the use of camber.
Since csmber also tends to increase the magnitude of the mintium
drag, however, the net effect upon the lift-drag ratio may or may
not be favorable. For wings of low sweep - that is, a supersonic
leading edge - the over-all effect of camber would probably be

‘ detrhnental. For highly swept wings of high aspect ratio, howeve~

.
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the proper use of camber might, as for an unswe@ wing in purely
subsonic flow, have a net beneficial effect. Although tie effect
of camber upon the drag-rise factor is theoreticQly nil ti em
Inviscid fluld, a beneficial effeot upon this characteristic mi@t
be possible in the real case throu@ the influence of the oaniber
upon the flow conditions at the leading edge end hence upm the
amount of leadin~dge suction actually realized.

CONCLUSIONS

Tests were conducted at a Maoh number of 1.53 and a Remolds
number of 0.75 million of seven wings varying in angle of sweep
from 600 sweepforward to 60° sweepback. The wings had a unifozm
isosceles-triangle section ~rcent thick end a common taper ratio
of 0.5. The results afforded the following conclusions:

1. For the unswept and swep~f orward wings,the agreement
between experiment and lineer theory with regard to lift-curve slope
was very close. For the swepWback wings, the experimental vd.ues
were less than the theoretical by 7 to 9 percent (exoept for the
most highly swept win~ where the cmqmrison was complicated by
the nonlinearity of the experhental curve). Because of this
difference, the experhental slope for a plainfmm o.fgiven shape
was not, as theory would suggest, completely independent of the
direction of sweep.

2. The experimental angles of zero lift were consistently
greater than those given by linear theory by frcnn0.3° to 0.8°
This clifference is probably due to the highezwrder pressure effects
neglected in the linear theory.

3. The eqerimental values of momen~urve slope indicated a
variation of aerodynamic-center position with angle of sweep opposite
to that predicted by the Unear theory, with individual tiscrepancies
of as much as 17 pereent of the mean em?odynemio chord. The tisorey
ancy for the unswept wing was comparable in magnitude to the cliffe~
ence between the theoretical first- and second-order values for the
airfoil section in two-dimensional flow.

4. The measured values of the mcment coefficient at zero lift
were negative tbrou@out the ran% of sweep angles and agreeii
reasonably with the values calculated by the linear theory.

5. As the sweep increased frcm zero in either direction, the
measured minhmm drag coefficient rose smtrically to a maximum
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for sweep angles in the vtcinity of the Maoh cone and then fellL
markedly with further irmrease in sweep. This t~e of variation
is in accord with the linear theory. The rise in the vicinity of
the Mach Gone was, however, less pronounced than the theory would
indioate.

6. For the wings with a supersonic leading edge, the inorease
in drag with angle of attack was in accord with theory and tidicated
that the rearward rotation of the change in resultant force was
approximately equal to the accompanying change in angle. For the
swep~ack wing with a subsonic leading edge, the rotation of the
force veotor was somewhat less them the change in angle despite the
sharp leading edge and presumed absence of leadin&edge su’ction.
Rounding the leading edge of this wing had no effect uyon this
(or any other) aero@mmic characteristic.

7. .For the wings considered (isosceles-triangleseotion),
the eaerimental maximum lift-drag ratio was between the limits of
6 and ‘@ over the oomplete range
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TABLE I.-SUMMARY OF GEOMETRICPRoPERmEs OF WINGS

I

‘- ; ‘; ‘G
Sketch

q (*g) -60.00 43.00 -30.00 0 30.00 43.00 60.00

A~ (deg) +.44 -35.16 4.03 9.46 37.58 49.25 64.17

Al (d.eg) 44.17 ~9.25 -37.58 +.46 21.03 35.16 ~.44

A 2.000 2.@4 3.464 4.000 3.464 2.-4 2.000

b (in.) 4.242 5.130 5.584 69000. 5.X4 5.130 4.242

G’g (in.) 2.I.21 1.755 1.6E 1.500 1.6x2 1.755 2.X21

Fa (in.) 2.200 1.819 1.671 1.X 1.671 1.819 2.200

% (~. ) 4.218 0.105 0.358 1.000 1.791 2.234 3.046

or (in.) 2.828 2.339 2.149 2.000 2.149 2.339 2.828

“=s=-
Prcperties coummn to all wings:

(Ct/Cr) s 0.5

s =gsq in.

A=4cos~



Uing

SF-3

SF-2

m–l

u-2

EC+

$
7

Q

Linm

3econ
mdm

3hoclf

SE&

2ABLEII.— sm9L4RYa’Imcmi3 CW FI~ 4

Lift 1 Mlam’Jlt I m I
Lti=eg ratio

Sketch

%=0 ‘ (%) ml

~! ~ti ND/(@L12~ %0 m ~v % (@)N CLW*

~gl fper de~

0.0365 4.037 0.200 u o .&lo 0.05 0.425 6.1 0.25
~i~ ( .CJ1’oo) (*) (*) (*) (*) ( .436) (::%) (*) (*)

u --1 I-nWl n -.oy .126 .0260 .335 6.3

(-.C68) (-.043) ( .0244 (-%6) ( .310) (:::) (5.6) (:%‘w !! (
.-, ,-

–:%) I (.0562) i(

1 (-:W5) ( :%% (-:%’)
I (:%) I ~~)ww (-:/3) (:%2)1(=:% . “

w &, (:o~ ~:~, (:%, (::% ~fi
.315 6.1 .29

( .310) (:::) (6,8) ( .2k)

A (-::0) ( :%!$ (::% (%) ~ ( :%%) ( :%7)

.320
( .300) (u) ( :2)

A (JS) ( :??) (::% ( :%) ( ::E) ( :%S)

.320
,. ( .310) (1:% (% ( :%)

-1.0 .0465 -.040 .o~ .Olq .02 .365 .79 6;7 .2k

(*) (.0400) (*) ( .262) (*) (*) ( .436) (1.00) (*)

Seoticm o .ctm3 -.043 0 . ol~ o .289 1.00 7.1 .24

.36 .(%03 -.043 .032 .0170 .O11 .289 1.00 7.3 .24

!lheoq .37 .0615 -.043 .034 .O1-jz! .014 .300 1.00 7.4 .26

%

Note : For each ving the emer-tal mlue Ie given first .md W corrmponding theoretical value Indicated h
parrmtheeee directly belew. Where an aeterisk is wed, the theoretical valw has not been omutid. The
theoretical Mum for all quantities In the table pmtaining la drag end. lWt-dra8 m.tio til-ude the ~
p’esmre dmg only end asmnis zero leadln&xi6e suction.

I I I I

.
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